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Nico DeMattia. The closest thing to it was the Alpina B7 , which is a great car, especially the new
one, but not exactly what fans wanted. Fans wanted something a bit more extreme than the B7,
something with proper motorsport roots ingrained into it. And, frankly, this should be good
enough and, from the looks of things, should be absolutely excellent. All of that power and
torque is sent through the familiar ZF-sourced eight-speed automatic, though it has an
M-specific tune to it to make shifts slightly more aggressive. It will also use data gathered from
the navigation system and driving nature to predict how and when it should shift, much like the
standard 7 Series. Performance figures are equally astonishing, as the sprint from mph comes
in just 3. Those kind of performance figures put the MLi in BMW M4 territory, except for the fact
the the Big 7 seats four in supreme opulence and absurd levels of luxury. Watch out, M4
owners, the MLi is on its way. An M Sport exhaust also makes its way to the MLi, with great
looking exhaust tips integrated into the rear bumper and a nasty, growling sound. The MLi looks
so good, it makes the standard car look boring and everything else in the segment look plain.
This is the best looking bit luxury on the market, in our humble opinions. Exclusive Nappa
leather trim covers the seat surfaces, seat side sections, head restraints, door cards, center
armrests and side armrests to round off the elegant atmosphere in tasteful style. All of the same
interior technologies on the standard 7er are present, including Gesture Control and inductive
charging for mobile phones. The steering has also been retuned by BMW M to fit the new
sportier style of the car. The V12 Excellence model of the MLi focuses more on luxury and
comfort than performance and dynamics. The V12 Excellence trades the M aerodynamic
package for visual cues from the Pure Excellence exterior design package. The front end of the
BMW MLi xDrive V12 Excellence has a chrome bar extending across the full width of the car in
the upper section of the air intake grille, while the kidney grille bars are in Silver with chrome
fronts, and their surrounds likewise sport bright chrome. On the inside of the V12 Excellence
comes the Pure Excellence interior design package. The BMW leather steering wheel with wood
applications creates an elegant accent, and when the driver fires up the engine a V12 emblem
lights up in the center of the instrument cluster. However, there are just some cars that we
completely nerd out on and get incredibly excited for. Honetsly, the B7 has a better design, and
is a more appealing car overall. But hey, it still looks like it can give the S65 and the S8 Plus
some serious trouble! Btw the violet-ish car shown here actually looks like a flagship, but the
bespoke BMW Individual color helps for that. Is it an MLi or not though? Hope it sounds at least
decent, and actually drives well. Perfect coordination at BMW! They announce two hp versions
of the same car in 4 days. And both models will be unveiled at the same motor show. Quite
stupid IMO. At least the cars are quite different. The blue B7 is gorgeous. This MLi looks plain in
comparison. Still the MLi has quite an interesting engine! And almost everything is dark, gray,
brown or white. The colours are cold and uninteresting. I prefer the photos of the Alpina, with
the light of the sun, the reflects, the green jungle and the blue car. These photos make you want
to drive the car on the picture if it were the MLi on the pictures instead of the B7 it would have
been the same. We now have the 7 Series we have all been waiting for! I think it looks great, and
I also like the V12 Excellence, because after all the 7 Series is a very luxurious sedan, not a
sports car though the MLi will drive like one. Most customers want more luxury from that mighty
V12 engine rather than even more performance. I think the choice for xDrive is very good,
especially because M has fine-tuned it to drive more sporty. It will drive very dynamically. Your
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earnest engineers inside BMW 's giant FIZ engineering center in Munich who will be deeply
dismayed by this: Most people are going to talk less about the brand new 7 Series than they will
about its key. A body with carbon fiber structural elements? An adaptive drive mode that
combines data from forward-looking cameras and the sat-nav to prepare the air suspension and
eight-speed automatic transmission for the road ahead? Electrically operated active anti-roll
bars? Four wheel steering? A new turbocharged straight-six and updated twin-turbo V-8? Yeah,
yeah, yeah It's got all that good stuff. But hey, you gotta check out this key, dude A gimmick?
But it doesn't really matter. What matters is people will talk about it: A simple 15sec video
posted to the Motor Trend Instagram feed showing the Display Key in action garnered more
than 7, likes and 2, comments in less than a day. People will talk about the key, and by
extension they will be talking about BMW's high-tech new flagship sedan. And that's a
conversation BMW wants people to have. The S-class dominates the large luxury sedan
segment - has done for decades - and while it's come close at times in recent years, the 7 Series
has never quite managed to wrest segment leadership from the three-pointed star. Over the

years BMW's tried cylinder engines, unconventional styling, sporty chassis tuning; this time,
it's betting heavily on advanced technology and ride comfort to take the fight to Mercedes.
Despite the nomenclature, all are long wheelbase cars; the short wheelbase version will no
longer be available here. The lineup will be expanded in to include a i xDrive, a new i with V
power, and the e xDrive, a plug-in hybrid powered by a 2. BMW claims the e xDrive will be able
to drive in pure electric mode at speeds of up to 75mph for a maximum of 23 miles. In addition
to the Display Key, the 7 Series features a lot of surface-level technology that makes for great
driveway theatre. The iDrive 5. The optional Luxury Rear Seating Package includes a 7-inch
touch screen tablet in the rear seat center console that controls functions such as seat
adjustment, interior lighting and air conditioning, as well as the infotainment, navigation and
communications systems. The tablet can play audio and video files, or connect to the internet
via a WiFi hotspot built into the car. But the cutting-edge technology goes to the very core of
this car - literally. The 7 Series' body-in-white is made from a revolutionary mix of aluminum,
ultra-high-tensile steels, and, for the first time ever in a high volume production car, carbon
fiber. Manufactured using processes pioneered on the BMW i3 and i8 models, and using carbon
fiber made at BMW's new plant in Moses Lake, Washington, the Carbon Core body has
contributed to a lb reduction in overall mass compared with the previous generation 7 Series.
Crucially, many of the carbon fiber structural elements are used in the roof, helping lower the
car's center of gravity. The all-aluminum, twin-scroll single turbo 3. The twin-turbo 4. Both
engines drive through an eight-speed automatic transmission with a control system that among
other things allows it to communicate with the sat-nav and adjust shift strategies on the fly to
match the topography of the road ahead with the driver's current driving style. It's a
development of the system pioneered on the Rolls-Royce Wraith. Rolls-Royce engineers also
helped with tuning the 7 Series' front and rear air suspension system. It also has an Adaptive
mode, which utilizes data from the sat-nav and driver inputs to adjust effective spring and
damper rates to suit upcoming road conditions. All cars featured the optional Autobahn Pack,
which meant they were fitted with electrically actuated active anti-roll bars and the Integral
Active Steering rear wheel steering system. Half the cars were also equipped with the optional
M Sport package. The M Sport package includes the Autobahn Package in the price, and adds
larger diameter brakes along with a host of appearance items including different design wheels,
different front and rear bumper fascias, a different steering wheel, and blacked-out exterior trim.
In standard Comfort mode the chassis is relatively plush yet body motions remain controlled,
though the undemanding roads on the mile drive loop through western New York state hardly
challenged the suspension. We'll wait until we try the car on rougher roads we know well before
making a definitive call, but our first take is that while this may be one of the smoothest-riding 7
Series ever, it still doesn't quite match the S-class in terms of rolling ride comfort. The Comfort
Plus setting comes closer to matching the Mercedes, but the secondary body motions are
perhaps not quite as well contained. Playtime on one of the short circuits at Monticello Motor
Club in M Sport-equipped cars revealed the new 7 Series to be quick and controlled in Sport
mode. Using the Individual sub-menu in Sport mode to switch the steering to Comfort seemed
to promote fractionally quicker response thanks to reduce weighting, though the steering lacks
the subtle tactility BMWs used to have, and the xDrive all-wheel drive system provokes plenty of
mid-turn understeer through the longer sweepers. Lifting off the gas gets the nose to tuck in
smoothly, but at the cost of corner speed. We suspect the two-wheel drive version will deliver
better front-end grip, and, hopefully, better steering feel. The 4. BMW claims careful attention to
aerodynamic detail that includes active shutters on the grille and lower fascia, careful
management of airflow around the front wheels the side vent just rear of the wheel opening is a
functional part of the system, and not just there for decoration , reshaped side mirrors, and
extensive underbody cladding have helped reduce the co-efficient of drag by 15 percent
compared with the outgoing model. You can feel it, especially in EcoPro mode, which allows the
car to coast if you lift off the gas at speeds between 31mph and mph. While the visible
technology in the new 7 Series - especially that key - will impress the hell out of your buddies at
the country club, the car itself is perhaps less of a visual feast. The well-proportioned and nicely
surfaced exterior styling is conservatively handsome in the current BMW idiom; the backlash
from the Bangle years still clearly resonates in Munich. Yet while the wheelbase is 1. In some
markets, where stealth wealth is popular, that's a desirable attribute, but here in the U. Inside,
the new 7 Series looks richer, plusher than any recent BMW. What looks like metal is metal, the
wood veneers are beautifully finished, the leathers rich and colorful, and the 7's showy ambient
lighting and perfume dispenser suggest these features are now de riguer for German luxury
sedans. It's a little disconcerting to find that some of the minor switchgear in the center stack is
touch-sensitive black plastic, which doesn't provide the mechanical tactile signature you expect
in high-end luxury products, and leaves a trail of fingerprints all over the cabin. Rear seat room

is, as you'd expect, excellent, and BMW's stadium seating arrangement means passengers get a
decent view out the windshield. It's an interesting car, the BMW 7 Series. The technology - the
stuff you can see and the stuff you can't - is truly spectacular, and, more importantly, delivers
genuine consumer benefits. It's quietly handsome outside, and expensively finished inside. The
Ultimate Driving Machine, plus comfort, is a contradiction in terms, but BMW's engineers have
certainly tried hard to make it a reality. The question - and what further testing will answer - is
whether the new 7 Series remains enough of a driver's car to please the BMW faithful, and is
truly comfortable enough to win over those who might be thinking of a Mercedes-Benz S-class.
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contactless services to help keep you safe. A very honest dealer needed a car for my wife and
she got great at a great price!! We were unable to consummate a deal, but the dealership was
very responsive and polite. I don't need financing. These guys are great. Very professional and
helpful. Always answered all my questions and went out of there way to help me with
everything. Love these guys would recommend them to anyone any day!!! It was the first time I
bought a car with so little hassle! We were in and out of dealership in less than an hour! John
was great, knew his stuff and very helpful! We will go back to seek a replacement fir our lease
car when the time comes! Awesome experience. Very responsive people. Pricing was very
competitive without arm twisting. Totally worked with me on financing aspect. Would much
rather work with these guys than an actual dealership. Said the car I inquired about was sold
but it stayed on their website and CarGurus for weeks after. Was it just to hook buyers and sell
them another car? Good experience. The dealer got back to me promptly and with accurate
information about the car. Great response time. I visited to look at the vehicle and Baker was
very polite and helpful. The car looked amazing just as it was described. Also the finance
manager Marco and the sales team were was very helpful and cooperative. I had a very good
experience. This is an honest review from a real customer. Short version.. Dealership is
advertising vehicles that they do not have in stock. Clear bait and switch tactic. Also the
employees are unprofessional. This has been by far the worst experience with a dealership. My
call was answered promptly and I had a simple question. What type of price flexibility did they
have. The answer was none. Which is fine. So they had the car that I would have liked. But, I
bought the same relative car, miles away for about less at another dealer that did it advertise on
car gurus. When I would send an email, Chris would respond with an answer quickly. Everyone
there was very kind to us and made buying our new Forester a pleasant experience. Very
pleased with Brown Subaru. I inquired about 3 cars. Yes there cars are cheap but the ropes you
have to go through with them just to get info and to go see is insane. Excellent staff great
service. Mike was an excellent salesman, he made sure he catered to all my needs regarding the
vehicle. Walter runs and awesome business. In my opinion the best dealer in town! Advised that
the dealer didn't have any of the models for sale. They showed they had 4 available. One of the
other models I've asked about is still showing as available. They are not responding to my
request for updated information. These guys were awesome!! I def recommend them! Excellent
follow-up and customer service - their sales team is quite responsive and conscientious. Timely
response, nice professional, straight to the point, no haggle selling. If you know what you and
did the research Tony was my sales rep and was great. We called Lease Return Center and told
them we were on our way to buy this car- a 2 hour drive. They said ok. When we got about 30
min away they called to say they sold it out from under us. We were not happy!! The 7 Series
has always been a place where BMW unveils technological advances, and in this respect the
model is no different. What is different, however, is that the German automaker is touting
advances to the body structure as the most important advances of the sixth generation. Much of
the inner crash structure in the 7 Series--especially the roof bows and transmission tunnel--is
constructed with the carbon fiber material, lowering the center of gravity and improving
handling. The doors, hood, trunklid, and front and rear shock towers are now made of
aluminum, which also reduces car's overall weight; this 7 series is pounds lighter than the
outgoing model. The outer structure also undergoes some changes, though the overall
silhouette remains essentially the same. The trademark twin kidney grilles are now larger and
manage airflow more efficiently--BMW refers to them as the Active Kidney Grille, and the
company also used them on its recently updated utility vehicles. There are new Air Breathers
behind the front wheels, marked by a subtle piece of brightwork and designed to help reduce
turbulence in the wheel wells. A new beltline begins at the hood and elegantly creases the
vehicle all the way to the rear L-shaped LED tail lamps. Another piece of brightwork connects
those tail lamps and, along with two exhaust pipes integrated into the rear bumper, make the 7
Series as handsome in the rear as it is from the front or side. The 7 Series will only be available
with the long wheel base in North America in Under the new aluminum hood sits an updated

turbocharged 3. This new powerplant produces horsepower and lb-ft of torque, propelling the i
from in 5. The i xDrive, the only other trim choice in North America for the time being, is
powered by a 4. Both engines come with an eight-speed automatic transmission with shift
paddles and a launch control function. The i is a rear-wheel drive, and the i comes standard with
all-wheel drive. Mileage numbers have not been released for either trim, but they should be
better than the previous generation thanks to the reduction in overall weight. The 7 Series is
loaded with automated and adjustable systems to help harness the power coming from those
engines. The transmission is linked to the navigation system and can make anticipatory shifts.
And the driver can adjust the suspension settings, going from Comfort Plus which floats over
the road to Sport which feels more like a traditional BMW ride, responsive yet still soft. The
interior is pristine and made from nothing but the finest materials. Every button is now covered
with a thin coat of real metal, shaving off a bit more weight since they are no longer made
wholly of metal while retaining that premium feel. The instrument panel has become more
horizontal and added some chrome, but the cabin maintains its dignified grace. This 7 Series
has plenty of that, and much of it is brand new. You can spin your finger to increase or decrease
volume, point to accept a phone call, swipe to ignore one, and program the system to do
whatever you want when you point with two fingers. You can also pair your phone to the iDrive
via Bluetooth by simply tapping it against the dashboard. The heads-up display covers a larger
area than before, a revamped Night Vision system adds Pedestrian Detection, and the new
Adaptive Headlamps adjust to the speed, steering angle, and yaw. The rear seats get an extra
helping of technology with the Luxury Seating Package, which adds heated and ventilated
seats, heated armrests, an eight-program massage function, and a removable 7-inch Samsung
tablet that gives rear passengers full control over the iDrive system. If you need more luxury in
the rear seat the 7 Series does make for an excellent chauffeur-driven vehicle , the Rear
Executive Lounge package lets the right-rear passenger push the front passenger seat tight to
the dash, unfold a power footrest, and recline their seat up to 43 degrees. This package als
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o includes a low-impact exercise routine where the seat pushes you forward and you push
back. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized BMW Dealer. Hampton,
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